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Since its publication in 1877 Anna Sewell’s only novel Black Beauty:
The Auto biography of a Horse has become one of the best selling
novels of all time, selling around fifty million copies, being
translated into scores of languages and apparently never going out
of print. It has inspired much art and television and film versions.
Sewell intended it to be a work for adults, but it has become a
children’s classic. On reading it in adulthood subtleties,
shrewdness in depicting human motivation and depictions of the
ugly side of life are all more obvious than in bowdlerized
childhood readings.
Sewell was not doing anything new by making a horse the first
person narrator and central character. Anthropomorphic stories
are older than Aesop’s fables, but like them are usually of short
length and fantastical. What was different was her skill in creating
her realistic character, surely literature’s most innocent narrator.
Her sustained narrative revealed more than a horses’ blinkered
worldview, instead she created a view of English society, rural,
city and town, rich and poor, working class, middle class and
upper class.
A superficial acquaintance with the novel or one of its derivatives
on screen gives a suspicion that Sewell was an upper class or
genteel do-gooder, remote from the world she mistakenly
describes. The reality the novel reveals shows that she knew a
good deal, not only about horses and their uses, but about people
and her society. Her character’s observation that cruelty is often
caused by ignorance permeates the book, which is a didactic
attempt to end such ignorance and so reduce cruelty, especially to
horses.
The story starts with Black Beauty being born on a rural estate
owned by wealthy but decent people. As a colt his life is happy
there until he sees a hunt, where the son of his owner is killed in a
fall and his horse has to be destroyed, all because people on
horseback want to kill a hare, which is soon killed by dogs, Sewell
does not pass over this whole process with euphemisms or
avoidance. To Black Beauty this hunt is senseless, the first of

Sewell’s depictions of cruel, senseless behavior. In contrast being
broken in has a purpose, but his description of what the steel bit in
the mouth feels like is cruel. Breaking in involves a general loss of
freedom, that joy being replaced by manipulation into obedience.
The horse’s viewpoint shows this to be another cruel task, albeit
one not done in ignorance. Another foolish misuse of horses
leaves Black Beauty with injured knees. This occurs when the
usually highly competent chief stableman Ruben Smith, becomes
drunk and then becomes another person, foolishly forcing Black
Beauty over slippery ground and gravel. He slips, falling on his
knees and Smith is killed in the fall. Black Beauty’s now has
unsightly knees, as they have been swollen for life. They reveal a
mistreated horse and one that cannot be perfect in looks again, so
he is sold, eventually being sold several times and by doing so,
goes down the social scale. He becomes a cab horse and after that a
hired out load carrier. The latter is almost a sentence to a living
death from overwork and depravation for horses. An old friend,
Ginger, does die from this work, telling Black Beauty that a bullet
in the head would be a mercy. After enduring this work he comes
to the same conclusion, but as in so much Victorian fiction (if
rarely in reality) salvation comes at the worst moment.
Through these changing locales and owners, Sewell shows in
explanatory detail different ways to be cruel or kind to horses.
Positive kindness includes the following:
well lit, airy large stables,
varied, abundant diets,
light, infrequent loads
free time to gallop
gentle talk and praise
giving lukewarm water, a rub down and a blanket after strenuous
work or exercise.
Cruelty involves:
Breaking in
Mouth bits
Relentless cartage (especially on steep slopes)

Whips
Docking (the practice of cutting off or reducing horses’ tails)
High jumps
Waiting motionless for prolonged periods, especially in inclement
weather or late at night
Using blinkers
Being in cavalry battles
Using short reins. These force the horse to hold its head high for a
good show, but strain its neck and shoulders and disallow
relieving movements or stances which make hauling or riding
much less strenuous.
Coming fourth with Sewell after ignorance, greed and financial
necessity for cruelty to horses was drunkenness. Rueben Smith
was not Sewell’s only example of where alcohol could lead. She
was not only concerned with equine welfare, but with the welfare
of working men through activities. Jerry, Black Beauty’s cabby,
remonstrates with another cabby about overworking his horse and
the response reveals what a cabby’s life is like. They endure abuse
and being patronized when given impossible or difficult
expectations. They are paid minimal wages for long hours. This
frequently combines with enduring exposure. They live with the
fear of losing even that work if they do not push the horses with
grueling tasks. If they fail they may end up in the rightly dreaded
poor houses.
Clearly Sewell sides with of the working classes and is no fan of
the ruling class, who usually emerge in this novel as having more
money than sense and even less decency than their minimal sense.
A Quaker turned Anglican, Sewell was more of an unorthodox
pacifist than a paragon of the establishment church. Concerning
war, Sewell was a rare realist when Captain, a surviving cavalry
mount from the charge of the light brigade, describes that
disastrous battle.
Anna Sewell was an invalid for almost all of her life, living just
long enough to see her only novel become a huge success. It led to
many of the changes she wanted being legislated, but beyond her
sensitivity, it was her ability to apparently recreate the mind of an

animal and convince people that she had, that made this work
great.
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